
VisionSM

Actionable business intelligence that empowers 
you to make better decisions.



VisionSM is a dynamic, easy-to-use software suite 
that includes applications to track your assets in 
real time using RFID, GPS and barcode. VisionSM 
gives you multi-level visibility that will help reduce
operating costs, increase sales and preserve 
capital. And, it can easily integrate with your
existing technology. 

It doesn’t take a
rocket scientist to use.
Just one to create it.



Asset Tracker is your watchdog of operations, 
improving asset utilization and visibility within 
your supply chain in real time. Asset Tracker 
includes dashboards and analytics to monitor 
reusable transport packaging.



How it Works

Rehrig Pacific supplies Smart Assets 
(barcode and/or RFID-enabled)

or retrofits existing assets.

Rehrig installs tracking equipment to 
read outbound and inbound Smart 
Assets. Asset Tracker API is available 

for additional data collection.

Selector picks products on Smart 
Assets to be shipped. Smart Assets 
are read by tracking equipment.

Smart Assets return from the market 
back to the building, and are read 

by tracking equipment.

Management accesses real-time 
reporting and analytics via Asset 

Tracker software (ex: Smart Asset trip 
time, Smart Asset balance reports, 

Smart Asset utilization rates).

Management routinely views Asset 
Tracker software to identify trends, 

improvement opportunities, and red 
flag scenarios.



Our customers face a serious challenge managing their company-owned reusable transport 
packaging assets. The lack of visibility of these assets drives inefficiencies into their operation, 
increasing costs and reducing operational effectiveness. Our proprietary software provides our 
customers the opportunity to improve their asset utilization. Improved asset utilization is provided 
via increased asset accountability, resulting in fewer lost assets. Asset utilization benefits are realized 
by improved ROI on reusable asset purchases and reduced operational downtime due to the lack 
of available assets. Optimizing their reusable assets delivers improved asset cycle times and
reduced asset dwell times. 

Rehrig’s Asset Tracker app manages all asset transactions through Rehrig’s proprietary, native 
Android app, accessed via RFID handheld devices and fixed RFID readers. Our software allows 
customers to track Rehrig’s RFID-enabled assets or other manufacturers’ assets affixing external
RFID tags or human-readable barcodes. Users can access the data within our application via their 
mobile device or desktop computer. Either method allows users to access all of our standard 
reports, as well as customizable dashboards/widgets.

App Details



About
Rehrig Pacif ic
Founded in 1913, Rehrig Pacific’s scientific curiosity 
and nearly-molecular attention to detail has made us 
the industry leader in reusable transport packaging, 
mechanical systems, and technology solutions. By 
digging far below the surface of supply chain and 
waste and recycling challenges, and applying
knowledge of all the forces and materials involved, 
Rehrig Pacific sees solutions where no one else does. 
That’s the power of physics. And Rehrig Pacific.


